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The cost of delivering home to school transport services for the 28 county authorities that provided data
for this report increased from £472.6m in 2016/17 to £555.6m in 2020/21. Those councils transported
248,000 pupils for free last year, of which over 51,000 were young people with special educational
needs and disabilities (SEND).

  
This increase has been driven by the costs of transporting SEND pupils, which has risen by 33% in just
five years – from £260.5m in 2016/17 to £347m in 2020/21. On average, their spend on SEND school
transport in 2020/21 was 11% of their total spend on children’s services.

 
This is attributable to a rise in young people becoming eligible for this service, with councils transporting
over 10,000 more pupils in 2021 compared to 2017. In 2016/17, county authorities transported a total
of 41,185. This rose to 51,558 five years later at the end of 2021.

 
Councils also said that the costs of delivering these services have increased over this five-year period in
this study, attributable to economic factors such as inflation and wage rises, but also an increasing
amount of young people with complex needs who require specialist transport. The yearly average per-
head expenditure on SEN home to school transport pupils has increased by £206 in just three years
from 2018/19 to 2020/21.

  
With fuel prices hitting record highs in March 2022, these costs are likely to rise.  County authorities
have told CCN that their transport providers are retendering for contracts early, and at prices up to 20%
higher than last year.  This places councils in the difficult position of having to either accept paying
higher contract prices, or face having pupils unable to access free school transport. In some cases, this
could mean they fail to fulfil their statutory duties. Local authorities said that the contractors most
affected are smaller bus companies or private hire firms, and individual taxis.

 
SEND home to school transport is arguably most affected by this situation. Due to their specific needs,
many of these pupils require taxis, private hire vehicles, or minibuses. County authorities spent £254.2m
on these types of transport in 2020/21 up from £184.4m in 2016/17.

  
In a separate CCN survey specifically asking questions on SEND home to school transport, just one
council out of 23 respondents said the expenditure on their SEND home to school transport was
‘manageable. Over half (14) said it was ‘unsustainable’.

 
At the same time, county authorities’ expenditure on mainstream home to school transport has
remained flat over the five years. The 28 local authorities in CCN’s data study collectively spent £212.1m
in 2016/17, compared to £208.6m in 2020/21.

 

KEY FINDINGS
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This is not attributable to any stabilising of – or decline in – demand for this service. In the context where

many upper tier local authorities are facing significant financial pressures, particularly in care and

SEND services, councils have had no choice but to scale back eligibility for free school transport down

to, or close to, the statutory minimum. This is shown in the number of pupils being transported – with

19,256 fewer pupils using mainstream home to school transport in 2020/21 compared to five years

prior.
 

 

In effect, mainstream and SEND home to school transport services are operating at opposite ends of the

spectrum, as Figure 1 below shows. SEND school transport is seeing yearly increases in passenger

numbers and substantive extra expenditure for county authorities, whist in mainstream school

transport councils are reducing eligibility to a minimum, as reflected in fewer passengers being carried

each year.
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This shows that CCN member councils had gone above and beyond in offering this eligibility to pupils in

previous years, but budget shortfalls has meant this has had to be reduced as councils direct dwindling

resources to statutory and frontline services.
 

 

All areas of England are seeing population growth – which will impact on both SEND and mainstream

home to school transport demand – the geographical nature of county areas mean that these challenges

are more pronounced in those locations. However, CCN member councils are responsible for the largest

and most rural parts of the country, and therefore more young people will hit the distance eligibility

criteria than pupils in major cities and towns. As well as longer distances travelled, these factors mean

that the cost of delivering these services is greater for county authorities.
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Figure 1:  Number of pupils carried - mainstream and SEND home to school transport

Mainstream SEND
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INTRODUCTION

[1] https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/exponential-rise-in-special-needs-pupils-leads-to-councils-spending-over-300m-on-transporting-

young-people-to-school-last-year/

https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/counties-warn-it-is-increasingly-difficult-to-subsidise-free-home-to-school-transport-due-to-rural-

premium-on-delivering-services/

Every year, local authority home to school transport services carry hundreds of thousands of pupils who

are eligible. A lifeline service for these young people, largely because of the distance they live or walkability

to their school, providing home to school transport for eligible pupils is a statutory obligation for county

councils and unitary councils. The delivery of this service is split across different local authority

departments, from school admissions, special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) and

commissioning.

 

In putting together this analysis, the County Councils Network (CCN) has sought to examine the cost-drivers

and pressures in delivering home to school transport across the 36 councils in its membership. It is

important to note his report addresses two related but distinct services:

 

a) mainstream home to school transport; 
 

 

b) home to school transport for children with SEND

 

Owing to the different factors and statutory responsibilities which determine a council’s role in delivering

these related services, they are addressed separately, although comparisons are made. This report

refreshes CCN’s work on home to school transport, with the network publishing reports on both

mainstream home to school transport and SEND school transport in 2018.[1] It seeks to raise issues

highlighted by its member councils in the current climate, factoring in the impact of the

coronavirus pandemic, and aims to highlight the range of challenges that county authorities are presently

facing in delivering this vital service. It concludes by setting out a set of recommendations.

1

The data used in this report was gained via a data questionnaire CCN undertook with its members during

late 2021. Participants were asked for data on their home to school transport expenditure and demand

over the period 2016/17 to 2020/21 and 28 councils submitted evidence – a 78% response rate.

Furthermore, a separate survey was carried out by CCN in winter 2022, in which CCN asked for its

members’ views specifically on SEND home to school transport and the impact of the pandemic on their

budgets. This survey received 23 responses – a 64% response rate.

METHODOLOGY

https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/exponential-rise-in-special-needs-pupils-leads-to-councils-spending-over-300m-on-transporting-young-people-to-school-last-year/
https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/counties-warn-it-is-increasingly-difficult-to-subsidise-free-home-to-school-transport-due-to-rural-premium-on-delivering-services/
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In terms of mainstream home to school transport, schedule 35B
of the Education Act requires local authorities to:

  
Provide free transport if a child is below 8 years old and is
attending their nearest suitable school which is beyond a
walking distance of 2 miles.

  
Provide free transport if a child is aged between 8 to 16 and
attends their nearest suitable school which is beyond a walking
distance of 3 miles.

  
Make transport arrangements if a child attends their nearest
suitable school and cannot be reasonably expected to walk
because the nature of the route is unsafe.

  
Provide free transport if a child is entitled to free school meals,
or their parents are in receipt of maximum working tax credits
(Universal Credit) and:

 -they attend their nearest suitable school and it is beyond 2
miles from their home (and the child is aged between 8 and 11)

 -they attend one of their three nearest suitable schools and it is
between 2 and 6 miles from their home (and the child is aged
11 to 16)

 - they attend a school that is between 2 and 15 miles of their
home if their parents have chosen it on the grounds of their
religion or belief, and having regard to that religion or belief,
there is no nearer suitable school (and the child is aged 11 to
16)

 
For SEN pupils, the Education Act requires local authorities to:
 

Make transport arrangements if a child attends their nearest
suitable school and cannot be reasonably expected to walk
because of their special educational needs, disability or
mobility problems.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE FOR HOME TO SCHOOL TRANSPORT?

Home to school transport services are a vital service for tens of thousands of young people in county areas.

Those who are eligible must fulfil certain accessibility criteria, such as how far they live from their nearest

school, or walkability, based on current guidance from the Education Act 1996.

In practice this will impact on more pupils in county areas, as they are the largest and most rural parts of

England. Encompassing both mainstream and SEND home to school transport, the 28 counties who

provided data for this report carried a total of 237,000 pupils last year to their nearest school.

2

3
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Mainstream home to school transport services are a substantial part of a local authority's budget, with

CCN member councils responsible for transporting tens of thousands of pupils each year. In 2016/17, the

28 councils who supplied data spent £212.2m on mainstream home to school transport, whereas in

2020/21 they spent £208.6m.

 

However, this should not be construed as demand remaining static or declining. In every county area in the

CCN membership, their population is projected to grow each year up to 2039, and their populations have

increased over the five-year period of this study too. Nationally, the number of 5 to 16-year-olds educated

in maintained schools in England rose by 242,711 in the period 2016/17 to 2020/21.

 

In addition, councils in some areas are increasingly concerned about new housing developments that are

built in locations a significant distance to the closest school, bringing more young people into the eligibility

threshold for free school transport. This is an important contributory factor to exacerbating the higher

costs of delivering home to school transport in large rural county areas.
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CCN ANALYSIS: MAINSTREAM HOME TO SCHOOL TRANSPORT
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Figure 2:  Expenditure on mainstream home to school transport services
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The main reason that expenditure on mainstream home to school transport has remained flat over the last

five years is that local authorities have had little choice but to scale back eligibility for free school transport

for mainstream pupils, reducing services to, or close to, the statutory minimum.

 

These decisions are often unpopular with local residents, but CCN has repeatedly warned about the

‘difficult decisions’ authorities have had owing to financial pressures. Over the last decade, councils have

seen on average 40% of their grant funding reduced, with councils increasingly having to prioritise funding

to frontline and statutory services, such as SEND home to school transport and social care.[2]

 

The financial picture for the years ahead also looks challenging for local government, despite an extra

injection of resources for the sector in the October 2021 Spending Review. CCN analysis has shown that

CCN member councils are facing a funding gap of £700m next year, which equates to £19.4m per local

authority.[3]

 

This has meant some non-statutory functions have been scaled back, such as mainstream home to school

transport being reduced to the minimum. This does show that county councils and unitary councils were

going above and beyond their legal duties in home to school transport for many years (and many still do) in

offering school transport to pupils outside the criteria.

 

This is shown in the decline in the number of pupils being accessing services over the last five years. In

2016/17 the 28 county authorities who submitted data for this report carried 215,796 pupils. Five years

later, this figure was 196,540 – a decline in 19,256 pupils travelling on these services over that timeframe.

This equates to a drop of 9%.
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[2] https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/counties-spend-two-thirds-budgets-care-services-new-report-warns-financial-sustainability-

councils/
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Figure 3: Number of mainstream pupils carried
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[3] https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/provisional-local-government-finance-settlement-ccn-response-2/

https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/counties-spend-two-thirds-budgets-care-services-new-report-warns-financial-sustainability-councils/
https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/provisional-local-government-finance-settlement-ccn-response-2/
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Data from 21 CCN members shows that the average yearly cost per-pupil for mainstream home to school

transport has risen by £32 since 2018/19 to £1,029. Although this a relatively small increase (and the total

per-person cost is much smaller than the per capita SEND home to school transport costs), the sheer

number of people using mainstream home to school transport will have meant that for many local

authorities their overall costs had increased to a significant degree.

 

As mentioned above, overall mainstream home to school transport expenditure has remained static over

the period, so a mixture of more effective commissioning from county councils and unitary councils and

those authorities reducing eligibility has helped keep the total cost stagnant.
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The data in this report shows that county authorities have seen yearly increases in pupils requiring SEND

home to school transport, in large part fuelled by the increasing number of children becoming eligible for

Education, Health, and Care Plans  (EHCPs) and the increase in the number of pupils attending specialist

schools.

 

Since 2015, the number of young people in receipt of these EHCPs in the 36 county areas CCN represents

has risen from 100,020 in 2015 to 183,745 in 2021: an 83% increase. For the 28 county and unitary

authorities who supplied data for this report, the number of EHCPs in their areas increased from 90,305 in

2016 to 155,932 in 2021 - a 72% increase.[3]

 

This increase is down to reforms in the Children and Families Act 2014, which expanded the eligibility of

EHCPs.[4] CCN supports the aim of this reform but has warned of the unintended impact on local authority

budgets, with the network’s research last year highlighting that county councils and unitary councils

project a £1.3bn deficit in their High Needs Block by 2023. The government announced an SEND Review in

2019[5] to set out potential solutions to these demand and cost issues, and there is an expectation that it

will be published this year.

 

Under the government’s 2019 guidance on home to school transport[6], a young person who applies for an

EHCP is assessed within their individual plan as whether it is reasonable to expect them to walk to school,

not only because of a physical disability but also other factors such as whether (for example) they lack a

sense of danger. This would then entitle them to home to school transport provided by the local authority.

 

Whilst not every child in receipt of an ECHP is automatically entitled to free school transport, there is a

direct correlation between the number of pupils being in receipt of these plans and the increase in

travellers on SEND home to school transport. This suggests councils were approving more young people

for SEND school transport every year, and that there was an increase in parental expectation for what

councils could provide their child.

 

At the same time, county areas have seen a substantial increase in the number of pupils attending special

schools. Individual pupils who are eligible for school transport provided by the local authority are entitled

to transport to their nearest suitable special school. However, with more and more young people attending

these schools, more and more are reaching capacity.

 

Many county authorities who provided evidence to CCN as part of this report said that when local special

schools become full, the next nearest suitable special school could be several miles away – an issue

exacerbated by the large rural and remote nature of many county areas. This adds costs to the local

authority in transporting these pupils further afield.

Home To School Transport:
The Challenge in Counties

CCN ANALYSIS: SEND HOME TO SCHOOL TRANSPORT

[3] CCN analysis of Department for Education figures, accessible here.

[4]https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/costs-of-special-educational-needs-services-could-break-council-budgets/

[5] https://www.gov.uk/government/news/major-review-into-support-for-children-with-special-educational-needs

[6] https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/772913/Post16_transport_guidance.pdf

https://explore-education-statistics.service.gov.uk/find-statistics/education-health-and-care-plans
https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/costs-of-special-educational-needs-services-could-break-council-budgets/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/major-review-into-support-for-children-with-special-educational-needs
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/772913/Post16_transport_guidance.pdf
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Over the period 2016/17 to 2020/21, the number of pupils attending state-funded special schools in the 36

counties CCN represents has increased by 28% - from 42,057 in 2016/17 to 53,974 last year. Of the 28

councils who supplied data to this report, the percentage increase in young people attending special

schools was higher at 30% - from 34,711 in 2016/17 to 45,183 in 2020/21.[7]
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More broadly, county areas continue to see population increases every year, and each of the 36 counties

that CCN represents are projected to see growth each year in people living in them. This trend could be

increased by the pandemic, with well-documented anecdotal and polling evidence showing that people are

moving out of cities and densely populated urban areas for properties in county and rural locations.

 

These factors are borne out in the numbers of SEND pupils travelling on home to school transport over the

last five years. Data from 28 councils in the CCN membership shows that in 2016/17, there were 41,185

SEN pupils using the service, but by 2020/21 that number had risen to 51,558: a 25% increase. Based this

evidence, it is likely that these increases will continue in future years.

Figure 4: EHCPs, individuals attending special schools, and number of SEN pupils carried
comparison
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[7] CCN analysis of Department for Education figures, accessible here.

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/statistics-school-and-pupil-numbers
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County authorities said that over the last few years, more young people with complex and specific needs

were approaching their council for transport, and the nature of these individuals’ needs, and

circumstances were driving up costs. These could be individuals with very complex medical needs or those

with challenging behaviour. Due to their specific needs, councils are unable to place these individuals on

school buses and instead in more individualistic types of transport, such as taxis and minibuses.

 

As outlined above, the lack of adequate spaces in specialist schools were also cited as a contributory factor

to increasing costs. One council said that a possible solution to this issue is to work more closely with those

in education, so a child and their family are encouraged to attend the nearest appropriate school rather

having to travel a significant distance. This should mean involving transport as an issue at the onset of the

ECHP process, rather than at the end.

 

Other local authorities pointed out that a lack of market competition in the area, was contributing to rising

prices in SEN transport. This is an issue that be made worse by some providers going out of business over

the last two years of the pandemic. At the same time, inflation continues to grow and reached a 30-year

high of 5.4% in January 2021. This, coupled with increases in the National Living Wage, will push up unit

costs for councils.
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Figure 5: Number of SEN pupils carried
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The four main factors that county authorities identified were driving up costs in SEND home to school

transport are summarised as follows:

 

Increased demand

Young people presenting with more complex needs who require specific transport

A lack of suitable local placements in specialist schools, meaning young people have to be transported

further

Inflation and other cost increases

 

As a result of these factors county authorities’ expenditure on SEN home to school transport rose

dramatically over the last five years, as Figure 6 below shows.

 

Data from the 28 councils who supplied information shows that their SEN home to school transport

expenditure rose from £260.5m in 2016/17 to £346.9m in 2020/21: a 33% increase. To put this figure in

context, it equates to around 11% of the average county authority’s entire children’s services budget.
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Figure 6: Expenditure on SEN pupils

In addition, the average yearly cost per SEN pupil increased from £5,893 in 2016/17 to £6,099 in

2020/21 – an increase of £206 per head. This data was based on information from 21 county

authorities.
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Furthermore, the nature of these individuals’ needs means that some young people cannot be placed on

school buses where councils can achieve financial economies of scale in mainstream home to school

transport. In 2016/17, those 28 councils who supplied data spent £184.4m on taxis, private hire vehicles,

and minibuses, which equates to 70% of their total SEN home to school transport spend. In 2020/21, they

spent £254.2m on these vehicles, which equates to 72% of their total SEN home to school transport spend.

£184.459m
£193.306m

£209.033m

£231.964m

£254.215m
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Figure 7: Expenditure on taxis, private hire, and minibuses for SEND home to
school transport

Some pupils with SEND are eligible for personal transport budgets, where the council pays that family a

specific sum so they can arrange or finance travel to school, rather than travelling on a council-

commissioned service. By and large, this applies to post-16 pupils where education happens at more

flexible times rather than the traditional school day. Some authorities believe there could be efficiencies

made within the system if they are able to roll out these personal budgets more widely, where there is

parental support, but legislation currently limits this.

 

In light of the impact of the pandemic – which resulted in schools closing down for several months on two

separate occasions – CCN also carried out a survey of its member authorities, exploring the impact of the

pandemic on their home to school transport services, with a particular focus on SEND. This survey, carried

out during winter 2021/22 received 23 responses – a 64% response rate.
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Mirroring the data on increased expenditure, just one respondent said spending on SEN home to school

transport over the last five years was ‘manageable’. Over half of councils – 14 (61%) – said that the

situation was ‘unsustainable’ for them.

CCN survey: How would you describe your expenditure on SEND Home to
School Transport over the past 5 years?

Viable (4.35%) Dif�cult (34.78%) Unsustainable (60.87%)

Providing SEND home to school transport is a statutory responsibility for local authorities, and the

statutory minimum is defined as a young person who attends their nearest suitable school and cannot be

reasonably expected to walk because of their needs. However even if it was possible to reduce eligibility,

most local authorities would be unlikely to take up such an option given with the overwhelming belief that

such a service represents the very essence of the role a local authority should be playing in its local

community.

 

These issues have been made worse by the pandemic, with 16 (69%) councils saying they are spending

much more on SEND home to school transport since the onset of the pandemic. This could be attributed in

part to an increase in costs, such as inflation.
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CCN survey: What has been the impact on your Home to School Transport
spending post-Covid (based on normal pre-Covid trends)?

No change (13.04%) Spending a little more (17.39%)

Spending much more (69.57%)

In October 2021, the government announced a programme of Catch-Up Schooling, aimed at offering extra

lessons, usually after traditional school hours, to help prepare pupils for exams and to try and recoup lost

learning time. The impact on this for home to school transport (both SEND and mainstream) has been mixed,

according to the survey. In total, nine respondents (40%) said it had led to increased demand, with 14 (60%)

answering that it had not created extra demand.
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In March 2022, fuel prices reached record highs, with petrol prices on average reaching 1.67p a litre and

diesel costing 1.79p a litre.[8]

 

These increases have had a significant impact on the costs for providers of home to school transport,

whom local authorities commission to provide these services. As a consequence, in the first few months of

2022, county authorities  have reported that providers are retendering for contracts early, with these

retendered contracts coming back at up to 20% higher than previous contracts.

 

These local authorities have said that smaller coach and private hire companies, as well as individual taxi

firms, are most impacted by fluctuating and rising fuel prices, as they do not have economies of scale of

larger companies. This is likely to impact on SEND school transport the most, as due to the specific needs of

these pupils, many of them require taxis, minibuses, or private hire vehicles. One local authority said that

the cheapest bid for a route to a special school was £354 a day, whereas this would have cost £250 a day

previously. Before these rises, the  28 county authorities that supplied data for this report spent £244m on

private hire, taxis, and minibuses for SEND school transport in 2020/21.

 

Having set their budgets for 2022/23 already, this places counties in a difficult position. One authority said

that it procures contracts worth £22m per year for both mainstream and SEND home to school transport,

so even a minor rise would potentially cost hundreds of thousands. If a local authority chooses not to pay

the higher rates being requested or retendered, this runs the risk of the provider pulling out of routes

altogether, potentially impacting on thousands of pupils, many of whom the local authority will have a

statutory duty to provide free transport for.

 

Some counties also said there was a slight risk of being unable to find a replacement contract because of

market shortages - and therefore children cannot get to school. However, it is likely that many will have to

pay the higher contracts or rates being requested, either by allocating extra money to their home to school

transport budgets, or by reducing services - or both. To avoid this, the CCN is calling on the government to

provide short-term funding support to local authorities to enable them - and providers - to get through this

period where fuel prices are at their highest on record.

RISING FUEL PRICES

[8] https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-60832115

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-60832115
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The government’s long-awaited SEND Review must be published as soon as

possible in 2022, and it must set out a sustainable solution - including funding

- to address reasons and costs behind the rise in young people becoming

eligible for EHCPs.
1

2
Councils should have an immediate injection of funding to support them to pay

the higher contracts that transport providers are requesting because of

record fuel prices increases.

3

4

5

6

As part of the SEND Review, schools should be better incentivised to support

children with SEND to remain in mainstream schools so that they can be

educated in their closest school. This means both councils and schools

working in tandem to support this aim.
 

Any distribution of core funding to councils from the government should take

into account the increased costs of delivering both SEND and mainstream

home to school transport in large rural county areas.

The government’s planning reforms programme should seek to establish a

mechanism that better captures developer contributions, especially in two-

tier county areas, so they can help fund school transport services, where the

housing development is a significant distance away from the closest school.

The government should consider legislative changes that allow local

authorities to roll out personal transport budgets more widely, if that council

believes it is more efficient and this has support of parents.
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